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2016-2017 Pto gifts proposal: same from last year that was approved but returned
(Submitted by: Susan George & Donna Kasper; P.A.L.S. & Recess/PE)

1. Define your request:
a. Step-counter class pack of pedometers for use with PALs program during 1st-3rd

graoe recess.

2. Amount requested: $500.00 total
a. 30 pack pedometers: $350.00 plus pedometer cases: 3 at $10 ea, $30.00total.

Pocket pedometer storage holders- 2 at $26.00 ea + 960.00 total
b. (shipping costs are added into amount requested)

3. Can this project be funded in stages?
a. No, the 3O-pack order is the minimum amount we would need for the PALS

activities.

4. Has this request been reviewed by the administration? What was their response as to its
merit and priority?

a. Yes - Dr. Greene is supportive of extending the use of this popular device to the
recess playground under the auspices of the PALS program. She is aware that
we were granted the money last year but returned the items so the money was
not soent.

5. Number of students that will be impacted or benefit from the request:
a. All 1st-3rd graders would have access to at recess, but more likely about 20-30

would engage wjth at one time, as part of PALS directed activities.

ls this a one time request or do you envision additional funds in the future?
a. The PTO generously purchased pedometers for Middlefork PE in the past and

we have continued to replenish as they have worn out.The current inventory of
pedometers is not sufficient to meet this need, in addition to the classroom
needs. lf we find this use of the pedometers as successful as we believe it will
be, we wil l  budget for addit ionals for 2017-18, during the annual budget cycle.

What is the intended goal? Other uses? Start up or addition to existing program?
A. The goal of the request is to provide an additional, popular activity for our PALS

program. The Playground {ctivity Leaders (PALs) program involves third graders
in leadership roles on the recess playground. Each week, the PALs bring a
variety of games outside during recess, and all Middlefork students are then
invited to join them in the designated PALs area of the playground. Current PALs
activaties include a ring toss game, jumbo checkers, chalk drawing, and building
with tree blocks. We have numerous ideas of how, using the pedometers, the
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PALS can further encourage positive play amongst students who may find
outdoor recess a challenging or lonely time.

8, Why is this request outside of annual budget ?
a. Thts idea originally came up at a Middlefork SEL (Social-Emotional Learning)

Committee meeting in 2015. We applied through the PTO Gifts process last fall
and were approved. However, when the product was received, it was deemed to
be inferior to prior pedometer purchases and thus sent back. (We did not want to
waste the PTO's money!) Donna Kasper was recently sent new, better
pedometers at a competitive price. Thinking packs of inexpensive pedometers
was no longer going to be a feasible idea, we again did not budget for a purchase
in 2016-'|7 . Hence, we are appealing to the PTO to fund the new pack. This new
pedometer version is indeed higher quality than the one shipped last year, and
should work many years in the hands of young children.

9. What are the long range benefits?
a. Pedometers in general motivate students to movel Employing them as part of the

PALS program will provide another opportunity for our third graders to serve as
positive role models for our younger students.

10, Not a capital asset request

11. This is our best option if we want to incorporate this year. Otherwise, we will wait until
t e 2017-'18 school year to implement.

Thank you for your consideration I




